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Your Coach
Rosemary Cooper-Clark is an experienced and accredited leadership coach and
facilitator with unique best practice approaches. Rosemary has Board level blue chip
and public sector experience incorporating leadership, change, people and business
management.
What participants say
“Rosemary gave us a lot of information, tips and advance and made the whole day fun and
interactive. I am more confident about my role, what I should be doing as well as the practical
aspects and how to continually improve. I shall certainly apply the learning to my role going
forward. I have would have no hesitation in recommending your services to others.”
(NHS Chair BA CCG)
“Great mix of learning between teaching and interactive sessions. Would highly recommend course
to others. 10/10.” (Procurement Manager)
“Very well organised and led. Lovely open style of communication and very knowledgeable and
authoritative. I feel more confident as a result and it was fun! “ (Director, ProCare Ltd)

“The course was delivered excellently. Rosemary is a brilliant communicator and is able to deliver
new ideas in a clear and concise way. She was also fantastic at providing advice on specific problems
that I had in the workspace.”
(Operations Director Hawkins Ltd)
“Excellent content and handouts and the event cultivated an environment for openness, sharing and
learning. The professional facilitation of discussion engendered contributions from everyone”
(Partner, Irwin Mitchell)

“Since putting the learning in place, the change in my team has been transformational” (Customer
Services Manager, Nutmeg Ltd)

“Rosemary provided important and interesting insight into management strategy and performance,
recognition and planning. Her hands on, knowledgeable and confidential approach gave everyone the
confidence to fully participate and open up about management issues both positive and negative, and
offered business-like solutions and a road map to good practice”. (Head of Digital, Zero Above)

“This was a very informative and enjoyable programme, Rosemary is incredibly knowledgeable and
personable, she was not only able to share her experiences of the corporate world but also encourage
others to share their experiences which was one of the greatest learning tools.”
(CEO, Global-M Ltd)
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CPD Accredited Webinars, Workshops and Programmes
As a CPD accredited centre, CC Consulting offers standard CPD events in the form of webinars,
workshops and programmes. These can also be tailored or I can create new content aligned to your
personal, team’s or organisation’s learning objectives. The topics can be delivered as a short 60 or 90
minute webinar, as a half day or full day workshop, or added together for a longer programme.
As a PCC-level accredited coach, team coach and coach mentor supervisor, accredited with the
International Coaching Federation and also CPD accredited for coaching, I can also provide coaching,
either as an option within the courses above or, as a standalone, tailored coaching programme to
support individual learning and leadership development.
Here is my current catalogue.
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Board Excellence
What is it?
Under the UK Governance Code, companies are expected to “comply or explain” how their Boards
operate and evaluate their performance. Even though the Code is designed for larger organisations,
most of the regulatory and advisory bodies recommend that the Code’s approaches are adopted for
SMEs as well. Understanding the role of a Director, legal and regulatory requirements, liabilities and
the role on the Board means a Board Member can be aware of and manage both personal and
business risks.
How does it work?
The course is structured around the role of the Director, the role of the Board, Board member roles
and the key elements of an effective Board. With practical discussions, exercises and checklists,
questions are addressed and plans developed to provide participants with a roadmap to Board
Excellence.
Who should attend?
 Directors new to the Board
 Chairs to learn or refresh their Board Management skills
 Whole Boards to identify needs and design a Board Development Plan

Building High-Performing Teams
What is it?
Organisations are changing to become more agile and one of the results of this restructuring is the
increasing need for people to work well, not only in their own team but alongside other teams. Highperforming teams can only be achieved if all individuals are aligned and motivated, carrying out roles
that use their strengths in a collaborative and team-focused way. This workshop uses team
assessment tools to analyse the drivers of performance and the resulting outcomes.
How does it work?
The workshop takes a team coaching approach and identifies team member strengths aligned to the
roles they are assigned. It includes understanding the team’s profile and dynamics before moving to
how to build a high-performing team. Team members will get to understand individual and team
behaviour, develop their own team purpose and create their own principles and approach to
achieving their own and the organisation’s goals. Teams come away with the What, Why and How
to work successfully together.
Who should attend?
This workshop works particularly well with an entire team who are either just setting up or are not
working as well together as they feel they could.





New teams
Dysfunctional teams
Teams looking to make the next step to higher-performance
Teams moving through change

Coaching Skills
What is it?
It is a mistaken belief that coaching should only be provided by a professional coach, however the
most effective leaders and managers are those who have a coaching style and use it to develop and
empower their direct reports and others in their business. Acquiring these skills and understanding
how to use them, in either a single interaction or through a longer process, will improve
effectiveness for the individual, their coaches and the business. Coaching skills are fundamental to
success in the workplace.
How does it work?
The workshop includes the definition, skills, approach and process of using coaching at work. It
provides a coaching toolkit and includes practical sessions that address different types of coaching
e.g. performance, leadership, career, conflict resolution, etc..
Who should attend?
Anyone who wishes to support and develop people at their workplace.
This includes:



Aspiring internal coaches
Mangers and leaders
Team leaders and supervisors

Commercial Awareness/Finance for Non-Finance Managers
What is it?
The approach delivers an understanding of the financial elements of a business. What non-financial
managers should be aware of to ensure they are commercially aware and able to ensure the
business is delivering the financial targets in a well-managed way. The focus is on understanding the
numbers, financial and accounting terms and being equipped to challenge them rather than creating
and reporting.
How does it work?
This workshop gives the fundamentals of the financial aspects of a business. Including commercial
awareness, the content focuses on how to understand the key financial statements, how to use
financial ratios and some of the financial tools used for decision-making. It includes practical
exercises that usually include reviewing the client’s financial records. The final part of the training
provides an understanding of Key Performance Indicators, what they are, how to develop them and
use them to report on the performance of the business.
Who should attend?
 New Directors without any financial or accounting qualifications
 Managers new to the role with budget responsibility
 Managers requiring commercial awareness to make or
contribute to financial decisions

Customer Facing Skills
What is it?
Customer service is recognised as critical to the successful growth and sustainability of a business.
Existing customers deliver more value at lower cost and a key element of securing loyalty depends
on the face-to-face skills of those first to interact with customers.
How does it work?
The workshop focuses on the types of customer the business has and the client relationship goals. It
looks at the customer-facing skills and uses business experiences and challenges to build a set of
responses that enables those attending to manage the most difficult customer to build productive
customer relationships where all parties are respected.
Who should attend?
 Anybody new to the role of interacting with customers
 Anyone requiring a “refresher” on key skills
 Anyone experiencing difficult customers or trying to manage difficult relationships

Emotional Intelligence
What is it?
“It is widely recognised that 80-90% of competencies that differentiate top performers are in the
domain of emotional intelligence (EQ)” (Goleman).
This course uses Daniel Goleman’s framework for emotional intelligence and adds the dimension of
behaviours and their impacts at work (EBW). It explains what EQ is, why it is important, how to
develop it and put it into practice. It is delivered for the EMCC to coaches as well as aspiring and
high-performing leaders across organisations.
How it works
As well as the theory, this course has a number of practical exercises for attendees to measure and
understand their own levels of emotional intelligence as well as a toolkit to support others. The
focus is on EQ in the workplace and how to have a structured approach to knowing and developing
effectiveness in the key behaviours that matter.
Who should attend?
 All those who wish to improve their leadership effectiveness
 Those who wish to improve relationships and have more influence
 Those who wish to develop, coach and support others
 Those who wish to develop a high-performing team

Impact, Presence & Influence
What is it?
It is widely recognised that to reach your potential and achieve the role you seek requires you to
work hard and constantly learn and develop. In addition to this, you need to raise your profile and
come to the attention of those with the power to support your ambition. They are looking for high
potentials who will inspire and motivate others. This requires knowing how to influence, creating a
presence and making an impact.
How does it work?
This workshop looks at the fundamentals of all three elements and how to use them when
presenting yourself during a short encounter, a meeting or giving a presentation. It includes practice
sessions with work-based material, considering stakeholders and potential champions rather than
role-play and theory alone. Everyone leaves with an action plan designed around their goals and
starting status.
Who should attend?
 Anyone who has ambition
 Anyone who needs to raise their profile to be more effective
 Anyone who is or will be required to present more or take a more visible role
 Recently promoted people or those new to an organisation, business or team

Leadership Effectiveness
What is it?
To be an effective leader requires you to understand your own strengths, motivations and style. You
need to be self-aware and know how to self-manage in a variety of different situations and contexts.
You also need to know what to focus on to inspire your people, build a high-performing team and
deliver outstanding results. Finally, you need to know how to reach your own, your people’s and the
business’ goals.
How does it work?
The workshop looks at each element of Who, What and How –understanding self and others,
purpose and goals, leadership skills, behaviours and competencies.
Who should attend?
 Anyone wishing to improve their leadership capability
 Anyone new to leadership
 Anyone looking to take a leadership role in the future

Leading Change
What is it?
Businesses today are changing more rapidly than ever before being driven by technology and
becoming increasingly complex at the same time. Whatever type of change, planned or otherwise,
leaders need to build a resilient responsive team that embraces change.
How does it work?
The workshop looks at how change impacts work, roles and behaviour, helping delegates understand
how they respond to change and to recognise how others in their team and business might be
different. It looks at their experience and provides a toolkit to understanding how to recognise and
lead their people through situational and behavioural change.
Who should attend?
 Anyone facing the challenge of behavioural change
 Anyone needing to lead a team through change
 Anyone wishing to build a team that embraces everyday change in a
proactive way

Managing Individuals
What is it?
Power and influence can no longer rely on titles or positions. People choose who they will follow
and knowing how to motivate, inspire and get the best results for individuals is a skill that might be
inherent but usually needs to be developed. Leaders are more successful when they can engage the
support of those they lead.
How does it work?
Participants are given some pre-work to identify their objectives and challenges. These are brought
into the workshop which looks at motivators, skills and styles identifying the leader’s and those of
anyone they wish to influence and manage. Participants leave with an action plan for the individuals
they manage and a development plan for themselves.
Who should attend?
There are two levels available for this workshop. One is for first time managers
and the second for senior executives who either many never have received this
type of training or would like to refresh their skills.

Managing Time, Task and Delegation
What is it?
Time is the most valuable commodity and in today’s complex, rapidly-changing environment, the
ability to priorities, deliver on targets and delegate effectively whilst under pressure is the biggest
challenge faced in the workplace.
How does it work?
Participants are given some pre-work to identify how they currently prioritise their tasks. The
workshop is designed to look at tools and techniques to manage workloads more effectively. As part
of the process, what and how to delegate is included and everyone leaves with a plan which will
improve productivity and reduce stress.
Who should attend?
 Anyone who feels overwhelmed and overworked
 Anyone who needs to address their delegation effectiveness
 Anyone who is tasked to deliver more with less

Mastering Meetings
What is it?
Effective meetings are vital to any organisation’s success and the role of the Chair is key to successful
development and growth by continually developing, managing and steering meetings to deliver
objectives. Carrying out this role effectively requires advanced knowledge, competencies and
behaviours and this programme identifies and focuses on how to reach mastery in each of these
areas.
How does it work?
The workshop covers the responsibilities specific roles have in meetings, how to plan and manage a
meeting, the behaviours and competencies required (e.g. Styles, Behaviour, Culture), and most
importantly, how to put this all together in practice. This enables participants to put it into their own
context in order to address their particular challenges. The programme includes a toolkit of the
models, frameworks and techniques that can be used to develop, assess and manage meetings and a
personal action plan to target, monitor and measure progress. Participants learn how to realise their
potential in leading or attending meetings, understand how to influence and build effective meetings
that are correctly focused and demonstrate role model behaviours.
Who should attend?
 Those wishing to have a stronger impact in meetings
 Those wishing to increase meeting effectiveness
 Those in high potential roles wishing to refresh and further develop their roles
 Those new to leading meetings

Managing Performance and Feedback
What is it?
Performance management includes both on-going feedback and regular appraisals. Ensuring this
activity is constructive and positive requires knowledge and planning. Getting it right results in
changing behaviours and transformational results.

How does it work?
The workshop is most effective if it is planned a few weeks ahead of the appraisal process. It
includes the step by step planning and scripts for both one-off constructive feedback and the more
formal appraisal. Participants leave with a performance management plan for each of their reports
and knowledge of how to have a constructive conversation with any individual.
Who should attend?
 Those wishing to develop their confidence in constructive
conversations and feedback
 Those running performance appraisals
 Those responsible for performance management

Stakeholder-Centred Coaching
What is it?
Coaching is highly effective and great results are achieved, however the coaching takes place away
from the coachee’s everyday environment and the conversation is taken from the coachee’s
perspective. Stakeholder-centred coaching brings key chosen stakeholders into the process enabling
a larger group to observe and support the individual in reaching their goals. It can also raise the
individual’s profile.
How does it work?
The workshop outlines how the approach works and the process steps needed to use it effectively.
It covers the why, what and how it can be deployed within an organisation.
Who should attend?
 Internal coaches wishing to broaden their approach and skills

CPD Accredited Coaching
It can be beneficial to offer individuals or teams coaching after a
workshop to further support their development. This keeps them
focused on their actions and supports them with any challenges they
may face in following their plans.
All Executive and Team Coaching can be CPD accredited whether or not
the participants attend a workshop

CPD Accredited Coach Mentor Supervision
This is particularly powerful if there is an internal Coaching Register. Ensuring that the coaching
approach is consistent and of high-quality is one of the responsibilities of anyone managing the
Register and this activity can also facilitate identifying learnings for the organisation.
Coach mentor supervision supports individuals who have attended the Coaching Skills workshop and
are starting to use these skills. It can provide further guidance for them and builds confidence
improving both their own competency and results.

Bespoke Leadership Development Programmes
Designing and delivering a CPD accredited programme that is tailored to the organisation and the
participants delivers a far higher return on investment than standardised programmes. The most
successful are those that start with asking potential delegates what topics they feel would be most
beneficial to their development. This is conducted via a simple survey.
The programme is then designed and delegates bring actual challenges or situations to the training.
They leave with an understanding of how to address these situations and a personalised plan
designed to their needs. These programmes can also include options such as coaching, diagnostic
assessments, action learning sets, e-learning interventions, etc..
Alternatively a checklist of the CPD workshops can be circulated and a programme developed to
deliver those topics with the strongest interest.
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